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#
INITIATIVE
DATE
CURRENT SITUATION
COMMENTS
To ensure the effective recruitment, training and retention of the future work force, the Defence team will:
Question : What procedural changes have been made to reform the
Reduce significantly the time to enrol in the
1
recruiting process ?
Canadian Armed Forces by reforming all
aspects of military recruiting.
2

Media reports indicate that sexual
misconduct (harassment, abuse
and assault) is rampant
throughout the CAF. Operation
Honour was established to address
this and the CDS has announced
that anyone found guilty of
sexually-related offenses will be
dismissed from the CAF.

Implement a recruitment campaign to promote
the unique full- and part-time career
opportunities offered by the Canadian Armed
Forces, as well as to support key recruitment
priorities, including hiring more women,
increasing diversity, addressing priority
occupations, and the requirements of the
Reserve Force.

6 Mar 19

3

4

Restore the Collège militaire royal (CMR) in StJean as a full degree-granting institution to help
prepare the next generation of Canadian
Armed Forces leaders.
Increase the capacity of the Canadian Armed
Forces Leadership and Recruit School to
accommodate the increased number of recruits
associated with a larger force size.

MGen Peter Dawe, SOFCOM,
examining possibility of recruiting
of the street for the elite special
forces.
Achieved

16 Mar

1. Sexual and gender-based misconduct must be eradicated from the
CAF if the percentage of servicewomen is to grow significantly. This is
expected to necessitate espousal of relevant policies and principles
by the leadership and a full measure of disciplinary and
administrative measures for implementation against those who
persist in harassing and abusive conduct, and educational and
counselling services for those who find difficulty in accepting gender
and ethnic diversity in the CAF. (TD)
2. Military imagery frequently depicts women and men separately. All
elements of the CAF, including male, female, visible minorities, First
Nations and LGBTIQ must be shown working together as equal
partners of the Defence Team. (TD)

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-canadianforces-look-to-recruit-off-the-street-for-elite-special/

Students beginning at CMR this year will be in a bachelor’s program.

RUSI comment: Should this not form part of the CF Mobilization Plan?
Question : What efforts have been made to increase the capacity of
both Basic Military and trades training organizations ?
#1 and #4 - it doesn't make any sense to enhance the recruiting
process and select more applicants for enrolment, then have them wait
several months for a Basic Military Qualification (BMQ) course slot due

1

to lack of capacity. So it seems that capacity at Basic Recruit School is
the "wide spot in the phone line", and that needs to be addressed
before any additional recruits are being enrolled. One possible shortterm solution is to analyze the current course content and delivery
process to achieve efficiency by shortening the course - the course
content is probably valid, however course delivery could possibly be
improved.

5

6

7

8

9

Develop and implement a comprehensive
Canadian Armed Forces Retention Strategy to
keep our talented people in uniform with a
welcoming and healthy work environment.
Undertake a comprehensive review of
conditions of service and career paths to allow
much more personalized career choices and
flexibility.
Modernize the Canadian Armed Forces
Honours and Awards system to ensure military
members’ service to Canada is recognized in a
more timely and appropriate manner.
Implement the first-ever, integrated strategy for
human resources to balance the optimal
assignment of tasks between the military,
defence civilians and the private sector.
Provide tax-free salary for all Canadian Armed
Forces members deployed on all named
international operations, up to the maximum
rate of pay applied to a Lieutenant-Colonel.
This would not impact hardship and risk pay or
operational allowances regulated by the Military
Foreign Service Instructions (MFSI), which will
continue. This initiative is retroactive to January
2017.

To fully leverage Canada’s diversity, the Defence team will:
10 Promote diversity and inclusion as a core
institutional value across the Defence team.
11 Appoint a Diversity Champion who will oversee
the implementation of all aspects of the
Diversity Strategy and Action plan including
instituting

Completed. Rectro-active to 01
Jan 2017 was promulgated on 18
May 2018.

From media reports, this is an ongoing initiative.

2

mandatory diversity training across all phases
of professional development.
12 Integrate Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+)
in all defence activities across the Canadian
Armed Forces and the Department of National
Defence, from the design and implementation
of programs and services that support our
personnel, to equipment procurement and
operational planning.
13 Place a new focus on recruiting and retaining
15 Mar
Citizenship requirement for
See: Canadian Armed Forces Recruiting" https://rusiunder-represented populations within the
19
applicants to CAF under review ns.ca/canadian-armed-forces-recruiting/
Canadian Armed Forces, including, but not
limited to, women, Indigenous peoples, and
members of
visible minorities.
14 Aspire to be a leader in gender balance in the
Currently, only 16% of the CAF are
military by increasing the representation of
female. Female only quotas for
women by 1 percent annually over the next 10
certain MOCs have been passed to
years to reach 25 percent of the overall force.
CFRCs for implementation.
To improve the resilience and health of its members, the Canadian Armed Forces will:
15 Augment the Canadian Armed Forces Health
System to ensure it meets the unique needs of
our personnel with efficient and effective care,
anywhere they serve in Canada or abroad. This
includes growing the Medical Services Branch
by 200 personnel.
16 Implement a joint National Defence and
Progress is being made with the establishment of the support centres
Veterans Affairs Suicide Prevention Strategy
across Canada. Also see items 22-24 below.
that hires additional mental health professionals
and implements a joint framework focused on
preventing suicide across the entire military and
Veteran community.
17 Remove barriers to care, including creating an
environment free from stigma where military
members are encouraged to raise health
concerns of any nature and seek appropriate
help when they need it.
To eliminate harmful behaviours and ensure a work environment free from harassment and discrimination, the Defence team will:
18 Complete the full implementation of the 10
Ongoing work by NDHQ.
Annual success reports being publicized in the media as well as
recommendations of the Deschamps Report
interviews with the CDS.
through Operation HONOUR.
19 Provide a full range of victim and survivor
support services to Canadian Armed Forces
members.
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20

21

Deal with harassment complaints in a clear and
timely manner by simplifying formal harassment
complaint procedures.
Be open and transparent with Canadians and
members of the Canadian Armed Forces in
communicating progress on this important
issue.

To improve support and services offered for military family members, the Defence team will:
22 Implement teams at Wings and Bases across
Implemented:
Canada, in partnership with Military Family
Family Crisis Teams
Resource Centres, to prevent and respond to
gender-based violence.

https://www.cafconnection.ca/National/ProgramsServices/Health/Take-A-Stand-Against-Family-ViolenceCampaign.aspx
https://www.cafconnection.ca/Halifax/Adults/HealthWellness/Health-Promotion/Core-Programs-OnlineRegistration/Family-Violence-Awareness-Supervisors-Training.aspx

DAOD 5044-4 Family Violence
http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/about-policies-standards-defenceadmin-orders-directives-5000/5044-4.page

23

Improve access to psychological services
through social workers and referrals to
community programs and services.

Implemented
Canadian Forces Member Assistance Program (CFMAP)
CFMAP is a 24/7 toll-free telephone advisory and referral service for
all CAF personnel and their families, and can provide short-term,
confidential, external counselling for those in need. 1-800-268-7708.
Military Family Services
Military Family Services manages the Military Family Services
Program, the Dependent Education Management Program, and
addresses issues that affect the quality of life of families on behalf of
the Department of National Defence and the CAF. It provides
funding and oversight of the Military Family Resource Centres
(MFRC) that are located at Bases and Wings across Canada, the
United States and Europe. They also provide a 24/7 Family
Information Line (1-800-866-4546) that offers bilingual, confidential
information and referrals (including mental health) by trained

4

counsellors, an online portal to MRFC, and information useful to all
military families

24

Develop a Comprehensive Military Family Plan
to help stabilize family life for Canadian Armed
Forces members and their families who
frequently have to relocate. This includes:
• Providing an additional $6 million per year
to modernize Military Family Support
Programs, such as Military Family
Resource Centres, to provide better
support to families when members are
deploying or during periods of absence;

Under implementation

https://www.cafconnection.ca/National/About-Us/Canadian-ForcesMorale-Welfare-Services/Comprehensive-Military-Family-Plan.aspx

https://www.cafconnection.ca/getmedia/5fbcf542-d946-4d6f-b7f970ab8c466bb4/State-of-Military-Families-in-Canada-August2018.pdf.aspx

• Establishing relocation expertise to help
military families find and access the
services they need in a new community;
and
• Working with federal, provincial and
private sector partners to improve the
coordination of services across provinces
to ease the burden of moving.
To better meet the needs of all retiring personnel, including the ill and injured, the Defence team will:
25 Establish a Personnel Administration Branch of
experts in military human resources and
personnel administration to focus and improve
military human resource services to all
Canadian Armed
Forces members.
26
27

Allocate some of the growth in the Medical
Services Branch to support transition care.
Create a new Canadian Armed Forces
Transition Group that provides support to all
members to seamlessly transition to postmilitary life. This Group, commanded by a
General Officer and staffed from experts in
human resources and personnel administration,
will be approximately 1,200 personnel strong
and include specialized staff and holding
positions for ill and injured who are preparing to
return to duty or transition out of the Canadian
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Armed Forces. The Group will
provide a fully engaged, personalized, guided
support to transition all Canadian Armed
Forces members, with special care and
attention being provided to those who are ill or
injured, including those with psychological or
critical stress injuries.
28 Ensure that all benefits will be in place before a
member transitions to post-military life.
Investments in the Royal Canadian Navy
29 Recapitalize the surface fleet through
investments in 15 Canadian Surface
Combatants and two Joint Support Ships.

CSC contract announcement
anticipated late 2018. Steel for
first JSS cut spring 2018.

Replacement for the Halifax and Iroquois classes announced.
Contract announced for Type 26 ships. Project approval expected
early 2020 and also award of the contract. First delivery expected
early 2025.
The JSS project approval will be in the fall of 2019. IOC 2023, FOC
2024 and project closeout 2025.
Note also the Point Missile Defence Raytheon project. This project
will close out in 2028. First missiles late 2020, IOC Sep 2021, FOC Dec
2025.
It should also be noted the need for logistic support, eg acquisition of
4 harbour tugs, a new jetty in Halifax etc.

30

Acquire five to six Arctic Offshore Patrol Ships.

Progressing. AOPS 1 launched Sep
2018.

6 ships have been approved and budgeted for. IOC 2020/FOC 2025.
Project close out 2026.

31

Operate and modernize the four Victoria-class
submarines.

Modernization of the 4 boats
announced. Work commences in
2026.

RCN making social media posts in support of submarines.

Acquire new or enhanced naval intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance systems,
upgraded armament, and additional systems
for current and future platforms allowing for
more effective
offensive and defensive naval capabilities.
Upgrade lightweight torpedoes carried by
surface ships, maritime helicopters and
maritime patrol aircraft.

RFP for naval drones posted.
HMCS Charlottetown operated a
target drone (including for other
than target) in Op NANOOK 2018

Also note the Underwater Warfare Suite upgrade. This is for the
Halifax class frigates. Contract awarded to General Dynamics in June
2018. IOC 2022 - FOC 2027.

32

33

US Defense Security
Cooperation Agency notified
Congress of possible sale / 425
kits to convert Mk 46
lightweight torpedoes to Mk 54
(https://defpost.com/u-sclears-sale-of-425-mk-54-

New comms systems installation approved costing $2.5B. Completion
date set for 2025.

As an aside observation, it was interesting to note this initiative
in the SSE. Whilst major weapons procurement (e.g., missiles,
torpedoes) are worthy of being listed in a defence policy,
particularly when the number of weapons to be procured results
in a significant cost, that an 'upgrade' is listed as an initiative
6

Investments in the Canadian Army
34 Acquire ground-based air defence systems and
associated munitions capable of protecting all
land-based force elements from enemy
airborne weapons.
35 Modernize weapons effects simulation to better
prepare soldiers for combat operations.
36 Replace the family of armoured combat support
vehicles, which includes command vehicles,
ambulances and mobile repair teams.
37 Modernize the fleet of Improvised Explosive
Device Detection and Defeat capabilities
38 Acquire communications, sustainment, and
survivability equipment for the Army light
forces, including improved light weight radios
and
soldier equipment.
39 Upgrade the light armoured vehicle fleet to
improve mobility and survivability.
40

Modernize logistics vehicles, heavy engineer
equipment and light utility vehicles.

11 Mar
19

lightweight-torpedoconversion-kits-to-canada/)

leads one to wonder why it is in the policy.

PWGSC issues letter of intent for
GBAD to industry for protection of
land based forces. Closing date for
returns Nov 19.

Timelines show an RFP draft for January 2020, RPF out in July 2021,
contract let in spring of 2023 and delivery of systems in spring of
2025.

Project is complete.

Last tranch of money for the LAVs announced in August for $3B.

LAV III upgrades. Final vehicle in
July 2019. FOC spring 2020
Project considered complete..
 In July 2015, the






Government of Canada
awarded two contracts to
Mack Defense, valued at a
total of $834 million, to
deliver new trucks, trailers,
armour protection systems
and in-service support.
More than 1500 trucks, 300
trailers, and 150 armoured
protection systems are being
delivered across Canada over
the next two years.
The new trucks have the
ability to carry up to 9.5
tonnes.
The first trucks were
delivered to Gagetown in
November 2018. The base
currently has 37 trucks and
16 trailers.

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-nationaldefence/news/2019/03/cfb-gagetown-takes-possession-ofnew-logistics-trucks.html

This project is under the Medium Support Vehicle System (MSVS).
First have been delive4red. Delivery will be complete for all varients
in the spring of 2020.
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Improve the Army’s ability to operate in remote
regions by investing in modernized
communications, shelters, power generation,
advanced water purification systems, and
equipment for
austere environments.
42 Modernize land-based command and control,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
systems.
43 Acquire all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles and
larger tracked semi-amphibious utility vehicles
optimized for use in the Arctic environment.
Investments in the Royal Canadian Air Force
44 Replace the CF-18 fleet with 88 advanced
fighter aircraft to improve Canadian Armed
Forces air control and air attack capability.
41

45

Acquire space capabilities meant to improve
situational awareness and targeting, including:
replacement of the current RADARSAT
system to improve the identification and
tracking of threats and improve
situational awareness of routine traffic in
and through Canadian territory;
sensors capable of identifying and
tracking debris in space that threatens
Canadian and allied space-based
systems (surveillance of space); and,
space-based systems that will enhance
and improve tactical narrow- and wideband communications globally, including
throughout Canada’s Arctic region.

See item 65 and 87.

Tender for CF-188 replacement
fleet will be issued end May 2019.
Program cost $15-19B.

Four firms in contention: General Dynamics with F-35/ Boeing with F18 Super Hornet/ SAAB Sweden with the Gripen E and Airbus with
Eurofighter Typhoon. Project approval expected 2022, Contract
award also in 2022, first delivery circa 2025. FOC early 2030’s..

In support of this, Member of
Parliament for York Centre
Michael Levitt, on behalf of
Defence Minister Harjit S. Sajjan,
announced today that the
Department of National Defence,
through Public Services and
Procurement Canada, has
awarded two contracts to
Raytheon Canada Limited and the
University of Toronto Institute for
Aerospace Studies’ Space Flight
Lab (UTIAS SFL) under the All
Domain Situational Awareness
(ADSA) Science & Technology
(S&T) Program for a total of $46.2

https://www.geospatialworld.net/news/space-flightlaboratory-to-highlight-gray-jay-arctic-surveillancemicrosatellite-project/

https://www.janes.com/article/88845/canada-s-arctic-in-safehands-cs19d1

million.
Raytheon Canada Limited has
been awarded a contract for $31.2
million for the construction of
transmit and receive electronics
for a study of over-the-horizon
radar detection at long range. A
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contract for $15 million has also
been awarded to UTIAS SFL for the
development of a prototype of a
multipurpose microsatellite
equipped with state-of-the-art
sensor technology for air and
maritime surveillance.

46

47

48

Acquire new Tactical Integrated Command,
Control, and Communications, radio
cryptography, and other necessary
communications systems.
Recapitalize next generation strategic air-to-air
tanker-transport capability (CC-150 Polaris
replacement).
Replace utility transport aircraft (CC-138 Twin
Otter replacement).

Life extension for the CC-150 in
2026 announced.
Question : Has the RCAF considered buying an extra fleet of
CC295 unmodified basic transport configuration aircraft to
replace the Twin Otter ?

49

Acquire next generation multi-mission aircraft
(CP-140 Aurora maritime patrol aircraft
replacement).

18 CP-140 were introduced in
1981. A life extension program
has been completed and the
fleet is planned to retire in
2030. IOC June 2020, FOC
December 2022 with program
closeout in Dec 2024. Note that
LE is for 14 of the 18 aircraft.

50

Invest in medium altitude remotely piloted
systems

The RPAS project supports three
initiatives outlined in Strong,
Secure, Engaged - Canada's
Defence Policy: initiative 50
confirms that the government will
invest in "medium altitude
remotely piloted systems" for the
Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF),
the government will also "invest in
a range of remotely piloted

1. NDHQ planning should begin to replace the CP-140 circa
2024.
Two options exist: purchase COTS such as the Boeing P-8
Poseidon and evaluate any of the 7 other aircraft entering the
market (Airbus/Lockheed Martin/Northrup
Grumman/SAAB/Alenia and Embrarer.
The second option is to become a member/partner of the
NATO Maritime Multi-Mission Aircraft (M3A) consortium.
2. It is believed that a letter of intent has been sent. Current
partners are: FR/GE/GR/IT/SP and TU. (ML)
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systems" and "conduct research
and development of remotely
piloted land, sea and aerial
capabilities." RCAF will acquire an
appropriate number of UAVs in
the timeframe 2026 costed at $2B
51
52
53
54

55

Part of armaments package for the
new fighter selection.

Modernize short-range air-to-air missiles
(fighter aircraft armament).
Upgrade air navigation, management, and
control systems.
Acquire aircrew training systems.
Recapitalize or life-extend existing capabilities
in advance of the arrival of next generation
platforms.

Sustain domestic search and rescue capability,
to include life extension of existing systems,
acquisition of new platforms, and greater
integration with internal and external partners.

As an ongoing practice in the purchase of new aircraft, associated
simulator systems are being acquired when necessary.
Oct
16/18

Approval of purchase of 18 RAAF
used F-18s to augment fleet until
new fighter available. 6 additional
aircraft purchased for spare parts.
First two RAAF F-18s arrived in
Cold Lake on February 17, 2019..

Details in IRo385 from Deputy Minister, DND.

CC-115 Buffalo and CC-130H
aircraft to be replaced at the end
of 2019 with the new Airbus CC295W

Public Services @PSPC_SPAC 15 Mar tweeted: The
@CanadianForces respond to approximately 9,000 search and
rescue missions each year! These new flares will be used by the
@RCAF_ARC during night-time search and rescue operations.
http://ow.ly/rfso30o3QqH pic.twitter.com/gX9DJ8i2kH

CH-149 Cormorant aircraft will be
getting a life extension update an
the fleet will be brought up to
strength of 16 with operations
commencing at CFB Trenton.
Announcemt made on 23 Aug 19.
Project terminates; in 2028 with
aircraft flying until 2042..

56

Operationalize the newly acquired Fixed-Wing
Search and Rescue aircraft fleet.

Replacement of the CC-115
Buffalo and CC-130H will
commence in Dec 2019 with
acquisition of the Airbus cc-295W.

As a result of this decision, to make room for the new jets, AETE in
Cold Lake will be relocated to Ottawa in summer of 2019.

(Government of Canada awards contracts for search and
rescue illumination flares
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-servicesprocurement/news/2019/03/government-of-canada-awardscontracts-for-search-and-rescue-illumination-flares.html)

New SAR training facility will open at CFB Comox. IOC will be 2020
with final delivery of aircraft in 2022. Project will close out in 2023.
Note that training of personnel for the CC-295 will take place in Spain
commencing summer 2019.
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Related to SSE Initiative 56: Operationalize the newly acquired
Fixed-Wing Search and Rescue aircraft fleet.

Investments in Special Operations Forces
57 Acquire airborne Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance platforms.

58

Recapitalize existing commercial pattern, SUVtype armoured vehicles.
59 Modernize and enhance Special Operations
Forces Command, Control and
Communications information systems, and
computer defence networks.
60 Enhance next generation Special Operations
Forces integrated soldier system equipment,
land mobility, and maritime mobility platforms
and fighting vehicle platforms.
61 Increase Special Operations Forces by 605
personnel.
Investments in Joint Capabilities
62 Acquire joint command and control systems
and equipment, specifically for integrated
information technology and communications.
63 Acquire joint signals intelligence capabilities
that improve the military’s ability to collect and
exploit electronic signals intelligence on
expeditionary operations.
64 Improve the capabilities of the Joint Deployable
Headquarters and Signals Regiment, including
the portable structures that house the
headquarters when deployed and the
equipment employed by that headquarters for
command, control, and communications.
65 Improve cryptographic capabilities, information
operations capabilities, and cyber capabilities
to include: cyber security and situational
awareness projects, cyber threat identification
and response, and the development of militaryspecific information operations and offensive
cyber operations capabilities able to target,
exploit, influence, and attack in support of

Oct 4/18

DND announces purchase of three
MAISR King Air 350ER aircraft for
SOFCOM, flown by RCAF based in
Trenton ON.
Ongoing

Omnibus project initiated. Phase
2B will be completed in 2022,
Installation in ships will occur in
August 2020. Cbt identification
(IFF Mod5) in August 2020 and
DND secure radios in August 2021.
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military operations.
Improve Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear, and Explosive detection and response
capabilities.
To enhance its Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance capabilities, the Defence team will:
67 Invest in Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and
Project approval expected Nov
Reconnaissance platforms, including next
2019. Contract 2022/23. First
generation surveillance aircraft, remotely
deliveries 20204/25. IOC 2015.26
piloted systems, and space-based surveillance
and FOC 2029/30
assets.
68 Integrate existing and future assets into a
networked, joint system-of-systems that will
enable the flow of information among multiple,
interconnected platforms and operational
headquarters.
69 Prioritize Arctic Joint Intelligence, Surveillance
Covered in item 45.
and Reconnaissance as a defence research
and development priority to produce innovative
solutions to surveillance challenges in the
North.
In order to address the demand for defence intelligence internally, across the Government of Canada, and among our allies, the Defence team will:
70 Establish up to 120 new military intelligence
positions, some of which will be filled by
Reservists, and add up to 180 new civilian
intelligence personnel.
66

71

72

Build CFINTCOM’s capacity to provide more
advanced intelligence support to operations,
including through an enhanced ability to
forecast flashpoints and emerging threats,
better support next generation platforms, and
understand rapid developments in space,
cyber, information and other emerging
domains.
Establish a Canadian Armed Forces targeting
capability to better leverage intelligence
capabilities to support military operations.

9 Jan 19

Full spectrum targeting combines
RCN readiness, missiles and naval
gunfire support with Cdn Army
and RCAF intel and influence
operations in a seamless
command level effort.

. VAdm/Vam Ron Lloyd @Comd_RCN 9 Jan tweeted: Full

Spectrum Targeting combines @RCN_MRC readiness, missiles
& naval gunfire support with @CanadianArmy & @RCAF_ARC
intelligence & influence operations in a seamless command-led
effort. #BZ to those involved in this tremendous
accomplishment! http://www.navymarine.forces.gc.ca/en/news-operations/newsview.page?doc=full-spectrum-targeting/jopuffck
12

pic.twitter.com/gLUTtB8RsI

To enhance its relationship with and derive greater benefit from Canada’s rich academic and analytic community, the Defence team will:
73 Increase investment in academic outreach to
Dunne
$4.5 million per year in a revamped and
expanded defence engagement program,
including:
• collaborative networks of experts;
• a new scholarship program for Masters
and Post-Doctoral fellows; and
• an expansion of the existing expert
briefing series and engagement grant
program.
To enhance the role and capabilities of the Reserve Force, the Canadian Armed Forces will:
74 Increase the size of the Primary Reserve Force Dunne
The Reserve Force should be
to 30,000 (an increase of 1,500) and
larger than 30,000 to permit the
dramatically reduce the initial recruitment
realistic and sustained
process from a number of months to a matter of
engagement of the part time
weeks.
military forces to undertake
specific roles, functions and
activities within Canada’s defence
and security envelope. In many
allied nations the reserve
component is significantly larger
than the regular component.
75 Assign Reserve Force units and formations
new roles that provide full-time capability to the
Canadian Armed Forces through part-time
service, including:
• Light Urban Search and Rescue;
• Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear Defence;
• Combat capabilities such as direct fire,
mortar and pioneer platoons;
• Cyber Operators;
• Intelligence Operators;
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• Naval Security Teams; and
76

• Linguists.
Enhance existing roles assigned to Reserve
Force units and formations, including:
• Information Operations (including
Influence Activities);
• Combat Support and Combat Service
Support; and

• Air Operations Support Technicians.
Employ the Reserve Force to deliver select
expeditionary missions in a primary role such
as Canadian Armed Forces capacity building.
78 Create an agile service model that supports
transition between full- and part-time service
and provides the flexibility to cater to differing
Reserve career paths.
79 Align Primary Reserve Force remuneration and
benefits with those of the Regular Force where
the demands of service are similar.
80 Revise annuitant employment regulations to
attract and retain more former Regular Force
personnel to the Reserves.
81 Offer full-time summer employment to
Reservists in their first four years with the
Reserves commencing in 2018.
82 Work with partners in the federal government to 15 Jan 19 MND announces full-time summer Aim is to exceed 7200 army reservists who participated in the 2018
align federal acts governing job protection
employment program from 1 May program.
legislation. Subsequently, we will work with
– 31 Aug.
provinces and territories to harmonize job
protection for Reserves at that level.
To adapt to evolving challenges and opportunities in the space domain, the Defence team will:
83 Defend and protect military space capabilities,
including by working closely with allies and
partners to ensure a coordinated approach to
assuring continuous access to the space
domain and space assets.
84 Work with partners to promote Canada’s
Mercury Global will be introduced.
national interests on space issues, promote the
A wideband SATCOM system. IOC
peaceful use of space and provide leadership
expected Nov 2020.
in shaping international norms for responsible
behaviour in space.
85 Invest in and employ a range of space
4 Mar 19 Although not a DND project, the
RUSI(NS) briefing "New Air Surveillance System" https://rusi77
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capabilities, including space situational
awareness, space-based earth observation and
maritime domain awareness, and satellite
communications that achieve global coverage,
including in the Arctic.
11 May

new ADS-B will achieve coverage
over the Arctic,

ns.ca/new-air-surveillance-system/ Automatic Dependent
Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) will greatly enhance CAN &
international air control & safety #RCAF @RCAF_ARC

Public Services notice at right

The Government of Canada has awarded a $39-million contract to
Macdonald, Dettwiler and Associates Corporation (MDA) of SainteAnne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, to design, build and deliver 10 search and
rescue repeaters for National Defence’s Medium Earth Orbit Search
and Rescue (MEOSAR) system.
Deployed on a satellite, a repeater detects signals from distress
beacons across the country and along Canada’s coastlines and relays
them to a ground station.
As part of an agreement between National Defence and the United
States Air Force (USAF), the Canadian repeaters will be hosted on
USAF’s next-generation GPS satellites.
The MEOSAR system is expected to deliver improved response times
for search and rescue activities and increase accuracy to locate people,
ships or planes in distress. It will replace Canada’s current search and
rescue system, which has been in place for several decades.

86

Conduct cutting-edge research and
Approved back in 2003. Terminal
development on new space technologies in
deliveries will be completed in Jan
close collaboration with allies, industry, and
2022 and FOC expected June 2026.
academia to enhance the resilience of space
capabilities and support the Canadian Armed
Forces’ space capability requirements and
missions.
To better leverage cyber capabilities in support of military operations, the Defence team will:
87 Protect critical military networks and equipment
Coupled with item 65.
from cyber attack by establishing a new Cyber
Mission Assurance Program that will
incorporate cyber security requirements into the
procurement
process.
88 Develop active cyber capabilities and employ
them against potential adversaries in support of
government-authorized military missions.
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89

Grow and enhance the cyber force by creating
a new Canadian Armed Forces Cyber Operator
occupation to attract Canada’s best and
brightest talent and significantly increasing the
number of military personnel dedicated to cyber
functions.
90 Use Reservists with specialized skill-sets to fill
elements of the Canadian Armed Forces cyber
force.
To better leverage the unique benefits associated with remotely piloted systems, the Defence team will:
91 Invest in a range of remotely piloted systems,
Tied to item 67.
including an armed aerial system capable of
conducting surveillance and precision strikes
(For more details on planned investments in
remotely
piloted systems, please see pages 38-39).
92 Conduct research and development of remotely
piloted land, sea and aerial capabilities, in close
collaboration with industry and academia.
93 Promote the development of international
norms for the appropriate responsible and
lawful use of remotely piloted systems, in
support of Global Affairs Canada.
To streamline defence procurement, better meet the needs of the military, and deliver projects in a more timely manner, the Defence team will:
94 Reduce project development and approval time
in the Department of National Defence by at
least 50 percent for low-risk and low-complexity
projects through improved internal coordination,
increased delegation and strengthened
approval processes.
95 Work with partners to increase the Department
of National Defence’s contracting authorities for
goods up to $5 million by 2018, allowing over
80 percent of defence procurement contracts to
be managed by Defence.
96 Use procurement to incentivize Canadian
research and development in important and
emerging technological areas.
97 . Increase the transparency and timeliness of
communication to the defence industry
associations, including instituting meetings
between the Department of National Defence
and Canadian industry through the Defence
Industry Advisory Group and other fora.
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98

Grow and professionalize the defence
procurement workforce in order to strengthen
the capacity to manage the acquisition and
support of today’s complex military capabilities.
This includes the
addition of new procurement specialists and
enhanced training and professional
accreditation for defence procurement
personnel.
99 Provide Canadians with regular updates on
Now being implemented. See web
major project and programs to increase
sites listed in notes at the end of
transparency, communicate challenges, and
this listing.
measure performance, including by publishing
National Defence’s
Investment Plan.
100 Ensure that Canadian environmental standards
are adhered to in all procurement projects.
To ensure it supports the low-carbon government targets outlined in the Federal Sustainable Development Strategy, the Defence team will:
101 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40
New “green” building projects
percent from the 2005 levels by 2030, including
have been announced. They are:
through the following measures:
Armouries in Halifax, Cranbrook
and St.Hubert.
• Investing $225 million by 2020 in a wide
range of infrastructure projects across
Canada to reduce our carbon footprint;
• Transitioning 20 percent of non-military
vehicle fleets to hybrid and electric by
2020;
• Requiring new construction and major
recapitalization projects to meet
industry-recognized standards for high
performing buildings such as the Silver
Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) standard
or equivalent;

Also announced is a new facility to
house the Royal Canadian
Dragoon in Petawawa.

9900 M2/$80.6 M program renovates 3 existing buildings, replaces 8
obsolete buildings and will house all under one roof. Completion
date I;s 2021.

• Expanding the use of Energy
Performance Contracts to implement
energy efficiencies on bases and wings
across Canada; and
• Installing electric charging stations at
new or retrofitted buildings for personnel
to use with defence fleets and/or
personal vehicles.
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102

Examine alternative energy options and their
potential
use for operations.

To modernize the management of the real property portfolio to better serve defence and free up personnel to perform military tasks, the Defence team will:
103 Dispose of underutilized or obsolete buildings.
This will improve the efficiency of the
infrastructure portfolio, while at the same time
help us accelerate the reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions.
104 Improve infrastructure on bases and wings,
New construction, upgrading and improvements being made across
including housing for Canadian Armed Forces
Canada, especially with reserve armouries.
personnel. In doing so, we will explore ways to
partner with the private sector and will consult
with public sector unions.
To transform defence innovation in Canada, the Defence team will:
105 Invest $1.6 billion over the next 20 years to
In support of Canada’s defence
implement the new Innovation for Defence
policy, Strong, Secure, Engaged,
Excellence and Security (IDEaS) program,
Defence Minister Harjt Sajjan
including:
highlighted the successful
conclusion of contract awards
• Creating clusters of defence innovators
from the first call for proposals
(academics, industry, and other
(CFP) for Competitive Projects
partners) to conduct leading-edge
under the Innovation for Defence
research and development in areas
Excellence and Security Program
critical to future defence needs;
(IDEAs) program.
• Holding competitions that invite
innovators to present viable solutions to
The IDEAs program brings
specific defence and security
innovators to the table to support
challenges; and
defence and security. In just nine
• Implementing flexible new procurement
months since its launch, IDEAs has
mechanisms that allow Defence to
demonstrated improved access to
develop and test ideas and the ability to
defence and security innovation
follow through on the most promising
by investing $26.8 million for 160
ones with procurement.
contracts under the first CFP
launched in April 2018.
Over 600 proposals to help solve
some of Canada’s most difficult
defence and security challenges
were received from innovators
across Canada, including
academia, small & medium
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companies, large industries, nongovernmental organizations and
individuals. Areas of focus
included surveillance, cyber,
space, artificial intelligence,
remotely pilot systems, data
analytics, and human
performance.
To enhance the Canadian Armed Forces’ ability to operate in the Arctic and adapt to a changed security environment, the Defence team will:
106 Enhance the mobility, reach and footprint of the
How will the Arctic and Northern Policy Framework address
Canadian Armed Forces in Canada’s North to
the development of infrastructure in the Arctic and North to
support operations, exercises, and the
ensure civil-military co-use, and thereby ensure basing, logistics
Canadian Armed Forces’ ability to project force
and mobility support to Canadian Armed Forces activities in the
into the region.

region?

© 2019 HERE

The Nanisivik Naval Facility is a
Canadian Forces naval facility
under construction on Baffin
Island, Nunavut. The station is
being built at the former leadzinc mine site near the former
company town of Nanisivik. The
facility is expected to achieve
Initial Operational Capability by
the end of summer 2019. Full
Operational Capability should
be achieved in the summer of
2020 with the first refuelling of
an RCN ship.

107

Align the Canadian Air Defence Identification
Zone (CADIZ) with our sovereign airspace.

108

Enhance and expand the training and
effectiveness of the Canadian Rangers to
improve their functional capabilities within the

Achieved

This question is posed in the context of the article
"Parliamentary report on Arctic security tries to cut through
'geopolitical fog'" (https://www.cbc.ca/news/SOMNIA1.5094920).

The CADIZ and Canadian Sovereign airspace were aligned on
May 24, 2018 at 9:01 Zulu. Item closed. (ML)
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109

110

Canadian
Armed Forces
Collaborate with the United States on the
development of new technologies to improve
Arctic surveillance and control, including the
renewal of the North Warning System
Conduct joint exercises with Arctic allies and
partners and support the strengthening of
situational awareness and information sharing
in
the Arctic, including with NATO.

NANOOK 2018 conducted
September 2018; Denmark
participated. TRIDENT JUNCTURE
conducted with NATO allies
November 2018.

To ensure the continued security of North America, the Defence team will:
111 Modernize NORAD to meet existing challenges
Discussions underway between
and evolving threats to North America, taking
Canada and the US on future of
into account the full range of threats.
NORAD.

http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/operations-canada-north-americarecurring/op-nanook.page
http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/operations-exercises/tridentjuncture.page

Awaiting announcements on the discussions. No info as of August
2019.

These issues are absent from the Defence Department’s policy statement but are worthy of consideration
Army
A Attack
(JM)
helicopters
B Replacemen
Russia has a fleet of battle tanks numbering approximately 17,000 (JM)
t of Army
anti-armour
Royal Canadian Air Force
C Air-to-air
(JM)
refueler
aircraft.
Royal Canadian Navy
A review of
e
Canada has the world’s longest coastline, with significant ocean frontage on the Atlantic, Arctic and Pacific oceans. Issues that should
the proposal
Are 15 CSC ships enough to meet Canada’s long term maritime requirements, obligations and missions?
to construct
15 Canadian
Should Canada undertake a continuous shipbuilding program or continue with a program of refits?
Surface
Combatant
(TD)
warships:
Replacement
of the
Victoria class
submarines
General Defence and Security Issues

Life extension for the 4 Victoria Class boats has been announced
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The
developmen
t and
promulgatio
n of an
unclassified
security
policy for
the whole of
government
to be made
available to
the general
public
Increase the
Reserve
Component
to a
reasonable
and realistic
size to
enable this
component
to undertake
significant
roles and
make
significant
contribution
s to the
Canadian
Armed
Forces in
addition to
“augmentati
on of the
regular
force.”
Appointment
of a
Canadian as
NATO’s
Secretary
General
Modernizati

(TD)

Dunne

(TD)

(TD)
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on of the
Canadian
Code of
Service
Discipline
Forward
basing of
logistical
materiel
Acquisition
of
Tomahawk
cruise
missiles

(JM)

The acquisition of Tomahawk cruise missiles to be installed on Canada’s warships would provide the RCN with the capability to provid
support missile for Canadian land and air force personnel who may be in jeopardy from belligerent forces. (TD)

CONTRIBUTING ANALYSTS
CD: Commander Colin Darlington, CD (RCN retired) – Former Chair RUSI Security Affairs Committee and VP RUSI (NS)
JM: Major John McLearn, CD (Canadian Army retired) – member of RUSI Security Affairs Committee
MB: Lieutenant-Colonel Marcel Boudreau, CD (Canadian Army retired) -- Former Chair RUSI Security Affairs Committee and VP RUSI (NS)
ML: Colonel Murray Lee, CD (RCAF retired) – Chair RUSI Security Affairs Committee
RM: Petty Officer (first class) Richard McNair, CD (RCN retired) – member of RUSI Security Affairs Committee
TD: Major Tim Dunne, CD – (Canadian Army retired)-- Former Chair RUSI Security Affairs Committee, Research Fellow Canadian Foreign Affairs Institute, Defence and Security op-ed columnist for Halifax Chronicle Herald,
Atlantic Correspondent for FrontLine magazines, contributing columnist for The Lawyer’s Daily, Professor of Communication Studies- Mount Saint Vincent University

NOTE 1.: The DND summaries of SSE can be found on their website at: http://dgpaapp.forces.gc.ca/en/canada-defence-policy/index.asp
2. Government contracts status located at: https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/reports-publications/departmentalplans/departmental-plan-2019-20-index/supplementary-information-index/report-crown-projects.html
3. There appears to be no mention of the ship borne Cyclone and its status in the SSE. Here is the total picture of the project.
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/dnd-mdn/documents/quad-charts/mhp-quad-chart-en.pdf.
4. There is a status report on major crown projects. See the link below.

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/reports-publications/departmental-plans/departmental-plan-2019-20index/supplementary-information-index/report-crown-projects.html
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